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These Same Strategies Have Increased My Own Income By 10 Or More And They're So Easy To Use I'm

Done In Just 5 Minutes Or less! However, you're probably sitting there thinking.... "That's nice and all, but

what can it do for ME and how can it increase my profits?" ...and if that's the case you're on the right

track. These are very good questions, which most people are never bold enough to ask, but we all have

these thoughts burried somewhere in the back of our minds. I'm no different than you. We see an offer

and try to ask ourselves WHY we would need the new product, service or information being presented.

The answer is simple. There Are Only 5 Primary Things You Truly Need To Get Started 1. You need a

RED HOT OFFER that people feel they just can't live without! This is step one in any promotion. 2. You

need to continually be working on building an email list and good relations with your members. 3. Once

you've made a sale the next thing you need as at least one upsell and one downsell to increase your

profits. 4. And when someone comes to your offer and tries to leave you need an exit offer sales strategy

set up. 5. The final thing you need almost goes without saying, as traffic is the life blood of all successful

sales funnels. Some people would go as far as telling you... without the 4 main elements above you're

setting yourself up for failure, which may sound a bit extreme at first, but give it some thought for a

moment. While I do realize there are many marketers who make a decent living doing nothing other than

redirecting traffic to an affiliate offer and promoting products and services they don't even own, these

same people are not working on a long term business plan or creating business models which are

sustainable in 99.9 of all cases. Putting This Bluntly Your Potential Customers Are Shopping Around And

If You Don't Wow And Amaze Them In 3 - 5 Seconds They May Be Gone! This is why you absolutely can

not live without a good exit offer script if you plan to survive in the ever changing online world where

virtual business creates fortunes for some people every single day, while driving others in to the poor

house paying over priced rates for things like poorly targeted pay per click traffic they've bid too high of an

amount for. Now I'm not saying pay per click is a bad thing, though there are far too many people who

should seek better training before they jump in head first and find out they've lost thousands of dollars

only to realize they're no further ahead than when they first started. The fact of the matter is.... you need a
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good system in place, not just any random trial and error concept, but one with a proven track record

shown to increase your ROI (return on investment) and the over-all profits coming in for you each month.
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